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ABSTRACT 
 

Preparation of bio-based polymeric nanocomposite scaffolds for advanced 
biomedical applications 

 
 

Nanofibers are very porous materials with a high surface area. Therefore, they are the most 

suitable textile materials for scaffolding application as their morphological structure is similar 

to that of the human extra cellular matrix. 

Medical textiles are emerging and quickly developing in the biomedical sector starting from 

basic wound dressing materials to scaffolds intended for use in typical surgical operations. 

Current studies reveal that the bio-based polymeric electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs) have 

gained great attention for the fabrication of biomaterials. However, the improvement in 

mechanical properties of such materials has remained a big research gap. 

Conventionally, polyesters are not considered eco-friendly materials due to their petroleum 

origin and their slow degradation in the landfill. However, they are abundantly present in our 

daily life and researchers found that they can benefit human health when applied as 

biomaterials for regenerative medicine. Polycyclohexylenedimethylene (PCT) is a type of 

polyesters with very good mechanical properties, but it has been challenged by the constraint 

of the very high temperature required for its processing. 

Isosorbide has attracted a great deal of attention due to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, 

non-toxicity, and its wide abundance on earth. The introduction of this monomer by a synthesis 

method has contributed in overcoming the aforementioned problem and lowering the 

processability temperature of PCT. 

This thesis covers two main studies related to biomedical applications starting with our first 

project that states the possibility to apply polyester materials incorporated with Isosorbide 

derived from corn glucose in the biomedical field. We prepared Poly (Ethylene-glycol-co-1,4-

Cyclohexane di-methylene-co-isosorbide terephthalate) (PEICT) and Poly (1, 4 cyclohexane 

di-methylene-co-isosorbide terephthalate) (PICT) nanofibers as well as their blended 

composition (BLEND) for the first time and we could successfully manufacture these three 

types of nanofibers in the form of artificial blood vessels (ABV) with different diameters using 

electrospinning technique, we also underwent a detailed characterization of the resultant 

scaffolds. Interestingly, a compacted morphology and enhanced wettability were imparted onto 

the surface of BLEND ABVs. In addition, BLEND has showed a comparatively higher 
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biodegradation rate in parallel to tunable tensile strength. Thus, the fabricated BLEND 

composite scaffolds tend to be promising for application in the biomedical field. 

In our second project, we focused on the preparation of PEICT ENMs to further investigate the 

reason of the low cell infiltration, thus we produced PEICT ENMs at a higher polymer 

concentration to obtain nanofibers with a bigger average diameter for the infiltration of 

fibroblast cells. PEICT ENMs showed very good cell adhesion and viability revealing its 

potential to be used as biomaterials.  

From the first main study of this thesis, it was observed that the surface properties of polymeric 

materials can be modified by a simple blend electrospinning. Therefore, we tried to explore the 

surface properties of two bio-based polymers, namely Polyglycolic acid (PGA) and Collagen 

for an intended application in surgical procedures with an improvement in handling properties. 

It was concluded that PGA/collagen (60:40) was the optimal blend ratio which resulted in 

nanofibers with improved surface wettability, which is ultimately good for cell adhesion. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Nanofibers, biomedical, cell culture, scaffold, Poly(Ethylene-glycol 1,4-
Cyclohexane Dimethylene-Isosorbide-Terephthalate), poly (1, 4 cyclohexane di-methylene-
co-isosorbide terephthalate), Polyglycolic Acid, Collagen, blending 
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CHAPTER 1 General Introduction 
1.1 Background and Literature  
 
Bio-based polymers have gained a great deal of attention due to their unique properties of 

breathability and biodegradability and widespread applications in smart sensors, advanced 

textiles, energy, environment and biomedical applications. Therefore, in this research we 

focused on the fabrication of blended composites from different polymers and explored their 

biomedical potential in the light of chemical, morphological and surface properties. 

Electrospinning is a well-known technique for easy fabrication of both pristine and blended 

polymeric nanofibers. As polymers, we utilized two types of Isosorbide-based polyesters, 

Polyglycolic acid and Collagen and we explored their biocompatibility and other related 

characteristics for three research projects of this thesis. Polymeric compositions in the form of 

nanofibers are very popular for their utilization in biomedical applications including wound 

dressing, cell culture and surgical operations. Nanofibers have been also applied to various 

other fields to date, including aerospace, environment, sensors, agriculture, filtration, face 

masks against bacteria, pollen and viruses, batteries, cosmetics, food, pharmaceutical, surgical 

gowns and advanced apparels. 

Polymer blends are materials containing at least two combined polymers with different 

physical properties. They are versatile and offer synergism in properties for a broad range of 

applications [1]. Owing to the advancement of nanotechnology, new features can be added to 

medical textiles by blending nanoscale materials into conventional textile products [2]. 
Electrospun nanofiber blends are widely used as biomaterials for different applications, such 

as tissue engineering and cell adhesion. With a focus on eco-friendly materials, the second and 

third chapters of this thesis contain experimental studies on PICT and PEICT, both originated 

from PCT which is one of the most widely used aromatic polyesters with high mechanical 

properties, copolymerized with Isosorbide as a bio-based monomer [3]. 

A growing interest has been observed for Collagen and Polyglycolic acid (PGA) based nano 

compositions. PGA is one of the green polymers [4,5] with very good mechanical strength, 

temperature resistance, biodegradability and biocompatibility [5-8]. PGA nanofibers have 

unique scaffolding characteristics which make them highly suitable to be used for biomedical 

and tissue engineering applications [9,10,11]. Collagen has similar properties, but its 

nanofibers do not have enough strength. In addition to biodegradability, biocompatibility and 

low immunogenicity, Collagen has very good hydrophilicity which can be ultimately 
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advantageous for cell adhesion [12]. The fourth chapter of this thesis describes a study of 

nanofibers based on PGA and Collagen under different surface treatment conditions. 

1.2 Electrospun Nanofibers 
 
Electrospinning is a well-known nanofiber production technique which consists of supplying 

a high voltage to a polymeric solution and collect nanofibers on an oppositely charged collector. 

The resulting nanofibers are then dried and peeled off for further characterizations.  

Currently, electrospinning is considered an efficient method for manufacturing continuous 

nanofibers which can be prepared from pristine/blend natural and synthetic polymers. The 

possibility of incorporation of any external material such as nanoparticles, drugs, nanosheets 

or any natural ingredients on nanofibers is an additional advantage of using electrospinning 

technique [14, 15].  

Many types of collectors can be used for electrospinning depending on the requirements of 

nanofibers morphology and the collectors can be kept either stable or in motion. For instance, 

a high-speed rotating cylinder can form aligned nanofibers depending on the average diameter 

size of nanofibers and the rotating speed, while parallel stable metallic rods can be used to 

collect highly aligned nanofibers [16]. In our research we have used metallic rods to 

manufacture tubular nanofibers in the form artificial blood vessels as shown in Fig. 1.1. We 

have also utilized a cage-type metallic collector to obtain an improved texture on the surface 

of PGA/Collagen resultant nanofibrous mats as shown in Fig. 4.1. 

 

Fig. 1.1. Electrospinning process for the preparation of tubular Polymer 1 and polymer 2 
nanofibers using a mechanical setup for rotary motion transfer. 
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1.3 Nanofibers in biomedical application  

In biology, the sizes of most features existing in Natural Extra Cellular Matrix (NECM) such 

as ridges and pores are in the nanometer range [16,17] and cells attach well around fibers with 

diameters smaller than the diameter of the cells, i.e. the nanometer range [18]. Consequently, 

the NECM provides excellent structural and biochemical support for the surrounding cells. 

Similarly, in vitro, cells interact with signals from their culture environment, that physical and 

chemical properties of which strongly influence cell activities. Therefore, it is very necessary 

to mimic the nanoscale structures existing in NECM while creating a polymeric synthetic Extra 

Cellular Matrix (ECM) scaffold for tissue replacement and provide a highly porous three 

dimensional substrate that mimics the native ECM that can accurately interact with cells. 

Nanofibers produced by electrospinning represent a promising candidate 3D scaffold that have 

been developed to fulfill the requirements for tissue engineering applications as they 

morphologically resemble the fibrillar components of the native ECM since they can enhance 

cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. These fibers possess unique physical 

characteristics, such as high surface area to volume ratio and improved mechanical strength 

which make them well suited as tissue engineering scaffolds for various tissue types, mainly 

musculoskeletal tissues such as cartilage, bone, tendon, ligament, skin tissues, vascular tissues, 

neural tissues, and as carriers for the controlled delivery of drugs, proteins, and DNA.  

1.4 Polyester nanofibers containing the bio-based monomer Isosorbide  

PICT and PEICT are eco-friendly nanofibers in form of polyester nanofibers containing 

Isosorbide. This latter is a stereoisomer of 1,4:3,6-dianhydrohexitol. It is considered as the most 

favored candidate for renewable monomers used in addressing environmental issues, thanks to 

its polymer synthesis accessibility. [19]  

1.5 PGA and Collagen polymers 

PGA is a biocompatible material [20-22] with excellent properties, it has a high thermal 

stability, high mechanical strength, and it is rapidly biodegradable [23]. Nonwoven nanofibrous 

PGA mats/webs have been extensively used in scaffolding for tissue regeneration due to their 

excellent degradability, and cell viability [24].  
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Collagen is a structural protein of the extracellular matrix (ECM) which is the most abundant 

protein in mammals [25]. Collagen-based biomaterials are valuable because of their 

biocompatibility [26], and biodegradability, as well as their ability to support tissue/cell 

adhesion and cell proliferation [27]. Collagen is one of the most useful biopolymers because 

of its low immunogenicity [28]. Due to their biomimetic and structural composition in the 

extracellular matrix (ECM), collagen-based biomaterials are widely applied in tissue 

regeneration [29]. 

1.6 Importance of the vascular graft research  

Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ACD) illustrated in Fig. 1.2. is a leading cause of death 

worldwide. The current therapy of this disease consists of vascular replacement which can be 

operated using different methods. The most standard material used to potentially replace a 

clogged blood vessel remains the patient's own blood vessel, commonly known as bypass graft. 

However, the availability and safety of this material is not guaranteed in all cases. The second 

option regarding this type of interventions is the commercially available vascular prostheses, 

such as Dacron (polyethylene terephthalate (PET)) and Teflon (expanded polytetra-

fluoroethylene (ePTFE)), which remarkably fulfill the desired function for large-caliber 

replacements, but their drawback lies in small-caliber applications (i.e. I.D. ≤6 mm), due to the 

long-term patency caused by hemodynamic disturbances leading to surface thrombogenicity. 

In fact, Small-diameter grafts of both Dacron and Teflon failed rapidly due to occlusion and 

when used to bypass arteries showed rates of thrombosis greater than 40% after 6 months [30].  

Some attempts have been done to increase graft patency, such as coatings using protein to 

minimize the interactions between blood and the foreign biomaterial. Luminal seeding of 

synthetic grafts with different cells is also an attempt to create a living hemo-compatible 

environment. Despite of the promising initial results of these processes, an ideal solution is not 

available yet as artificial materials are still a potential risk for microbial infections. As an idea 

to overcome the mentioned limitations, cardiovascular tissue engineering is a new approach to 

manufacture fully autologous temporary substitutes of blood vessels that interact with cells of 

the local environment as living structures and have the potential of self-renewing and healing. 

In general, the natural or synthetic materials used for tissue engineering provide a temporary 

biomechanical structure that remain in action until the cells become independent and apt to 

produce their own extracellular matrix. 
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Fig. 1.2. Diagram illustrating an arteriosclerotic plaque build-up inside the blood vessel 

1.7. Types of cells 
Cell is by definition the smallest structural and functional unit of an organism, which is 

typically microscopic and consists of cytoplasm and a nucleus enclosed in a membrane. Stem 

cell is an undifferentiated cell of a multicellular organism, from which all organism cells which 

perform specialized functions viz. fibroblasts, osteoblasts, nervous cells, epithelial cells and 

immune cells are generated by differentiation. Fig.1.3. and Table 1.1. enlist the common 

primary cell types. 

    

Fig. 1.3. Diagram illustrating stem cell and the main differentiated cells 
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Table 1.1. Common Primary Cell Types (Sigma Aldrich) 
Epithelial Endothelial Fibroblasts Keratinocytes Melanocytes Neurons 

Astrocytes Hepatocytes Skeletal 

Muscle 

Smooth 

Muscle 

Osteoblasts Myocytes 

Chondrocytes Adipocytes Synoviocytes Hair Cells Blood Cells Stem Cells 

 

1.8 Objectives 

In our research, we focused on biomedical applications of eco-friendly materials using 

electrospinning technique. 

 

The main objectives of the research are listed below: 

1- Fabrication of bio-based polymeric blended nanofiber compositions via electrospinning; 

2- Production of small diameter artificial blood vessels from PICT, PEICT and blended 

nanofibers; 

3- Conducting related chemical and physical characterizations; 

4- Exploring the application of nanofiber mats in cell culture; 

5- Assessing the extent of biodegradability of PEICT, PICT and blended nanofiber mats; 

6- Optimizing and exploring PGA/Collagen blends for potential biomedical applications. 

 

The highlighted outcomes of the research chapter-wise are given below. 

CHAPTER 1 

In chapter 1, an introduction to the electrospinning technique has been discussed along with 

the current issues related to biomaterials used in the biomedical field, and how the polymer-

based materials have the potential to address these problems at some extent. An overview of 

the materials used in this research is also detailed. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

This work suggested new biomass polymeric nanofibers which can be used for industrial 

applications such as tissue engineering and scaffolding. Isosorbide is an eco-friendly natural 

biomaterial abundantly available on earth and best fitted for the functional textile substrates.  

Bio-based polyester copolymers PICT and PEICT nanofibers were prepared in tubular shapes 

to mimic small diameter (<2mm) blood vessels, they were characterized and investigated for 
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biodegradation. we reported successful human breast cell culture and adhesion on the surface 

of blended composition of PICT and PECIT with the ratio 50:50. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

In this chapter, PEICT is further explored for the cell culture of fibroblast cells in parallel to 

cell viability. The average nanofiber diameter was increased as a results of increased polymer 

concentration for electrospinning of PEICT ENMs. This research clarified that the surface 

properties and average diameter of nanofibers play an important role for cell culture 

applications depending on the cell type and size. 

 

CHAPTER 4 

In chapter 1 and 2, the reason of good cell infiltration was revealed as a relationship with the 

surface of nanofibers, thus, in chapter 4 we tried to check the effect of surface treatments on 

the wettability and morphology of nanofibers surface, as these properties are considered key 

for cell culture applications. In this study, in lieu of conducting a simple in-vitro cell culture 

assay, we attempted to optimize the surface affecting parameter on biocompatible polymers, 

therefore, we chose two bio-based polymers, namely PGA and Collagen were blended at 

different ratios and 60:40 PGA/Collagen was observed as optimal blend in the context of 

handling properties which were further improved by using a cage-type collector for 

electrospinning to impart respective texture on the surface. Basically, optimized blend surface 

was treated using two techniques, Plasma treatment (Nitrogen) and Ozonation to improve the 

wettability and the treatment parameters were optimized with respect to morphological stability. 

The proposed method of cage-type manufacturing opens a new door to continuous 

electrospinning with tunable morphology, having the potential to be used for biomedical 

applications in the future.  
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CHAPTER 2 Characterization and biocompatibility evaluation of artificial 
blood vessels prepared from pristine poly (Ethylene-glycol-co-1,4-cyclohexane 
dimethylene-co-isosorbide terephthalate), poly (1, 4 cyclohexane di-methylene-
co-isosorbide terephthalate) nanofibers and their blended composition  
 

 
 

2.1. Introduction  
The major problems related to heart bypass surgeries are conducted every year in the United 

States as approximatively 400,000 patients are diagnosed with cardiovascular diseases, mainly 

those related to vascular blockages [1,2].  

At the present stage, artificial blood vessels (ABVs) with a cross-sectional diameter smaller 

than 2mm are not commercially available. On the other hand, autologous grafting is not 

appropriate for every patient [3].  

Most of the naturally derived scaffolds have been of limited use due to their poor mechanical 

properties not allowing them to withstand the physiological pressure, simultaneously, they 

don’t have sufficient biocompatible characteristics [4]. 
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The surface properties are very important for an optimum cell growth and adhesion. Many 

pretreatments viz. plasma treatment, ozonation or ultraviolet treatments have been used to 

achieve the desired wettability, but they require a high energy consumption [5,6].  

Considering all these issues, the challenge was to prepare smaller diameter ABVs with 

sufficient strength and good cell culture properties without using expensive and time-

consuming surface treatments [6]. To avoid these processes, a blend of different substances 

with synchronized chemistry could provide an optimal surface for cell culture and adhesion [7]. 

Grafting is a conventional technique which has been utilized for vascular regeneration, but it 

is highly time consuming and requires double surgery [3,4,7].  

Nanofibers represent promising characteristics such as higher surface area, diameter fineness, 

ease of three-dimensional fabrication, breathability and biocompatibility to fulfill the 

requirements of different functional applications viz. environmental, biomedical, smart 

wearables and tissue engineering [8–13].  

Additionally, nanofibers show a morphological resemblance with the fibrillar components of 

the native Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) and their unique physical characteristics make them 

suitable for engineering the tissue scaffolds of various types. These fibers provide a highly 

porous three-dimensional substrate making them able to mimic the native ECM, capable to 

interact with cells [14–16].  

The potential applications of such nanofibers can be itemized as musculoskeletal tissues, 

namely cartilage, skin tissue, bone, ligament, tendon, vascular tissues and can be used as a 

carrier for drugs such as vitamins, DNAs and proteins [4,5,17]. Scaffolds having cell 

attachment, biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-immunogenicity and non-thrombogenicity 

properties can be considered to facilitate the regeneration of ABVs with a diameter less than 

2mm of damaged tissues [11,17,18].  

Bio-based polymers are considered as promising materials for the preparation of ABVs and 

other biomedical applications. Poly (1,4 cyclo-hexane di-methylene-co-isosorbide-

terephthalate) (PICT) and Poly (Ethylene-glycol-co-1,4-cyclohexane di-methylene-co-

isosorbide terephthalate) (PEICT) are naturally derived copolymers with considerable 

properties. They are originated from PCT, which has ductile mechanical properties and high 

glass transition temperature. 
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PICT is an eco-friendly co-polyester, containing the biomass Isosorbide, having very good 

mechanical properties [19], high glass transition temperature [20] and flexibility of 1,4-

cyclohexanedimethanol (CHDM) cyclohexene ring [21]. Isosorbide, owing to its accessible 

synthesis has been considered as a preferred renewable monomer in terms of addressing 

environmental issues [22]. In parallel, it has good crystallinity [23], and thermal stability 

[24,25] and it has been potentially considered for various industrial, biomedical and textile 

applications [26].  

PEICT has few different characteristics as another Isosorbide-based polyester that has been 

intensively explored due to its unique properties, such as high thermal resistance and 

biocompatible characteristics due to the presence of ethylene glycol [23].  

Optimization of ABVs characteristics such as biocompatibility, tensile strength, ease of 

production, accessibility, viability and cell adhesion still remain a challenge as it is difficult to 

obtain all these properties from a single scaffold material. Thus, materials scientists are 

combining different polymers to make a suitable blend capable of overcoming the cell 

attachments problems of artificial scaffolds due to some physical and biological limitations 

such as fiber size, morphology and biocompatibility [27–29]. Human breast epithelial (MCF-

10A) cells have been cultured and intensively utilized for the treatment and assessment of 

cancer disease [30] and different materials and medias for MCF-10A cell culture have been 

proposed for optimum cell growth [31].  

Therefore, for the very first time we attempted to prepare nanofibrous ABVs with three 

different cross-sectional diameters 0.9, 1.5 and 2.0mm from pristine PICT, PEICT and their 

BLEND. The remained challenge was to prepare ABVs with a smaller diameter less than 2mm 

having sufficient mechanical and biocompatible properties at the same time. Pristine PICT, 

PEICT and their resultant BLEND were further characterized with respect of surface 

morphology, chemical structure, wettability and cell culture properties.  

BLEND showed enhanced wettability, maximum cell adhesion and suitable nanofiber 

morphology for cell adhesion due to the change in surface properties which were distinctly 

imparted from PICT and PEICT. Interestingly, BLEND showed an additional novel feature of 

tunable tensile strength which was not observed in individual PICT or PEICT.  
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2.2. Experimental  

2.2.1. Materials  

Bio-based PEICT (Mw) (51,200 g/mol) and PICT (Mw) (46,800 g/mol) were obtained from 

SK Chemicals, Gyeonggido, Korea. As per literature, PEICT is composed of Ethylene glycol, 

Isosorbide, and CHDM with repeat units in 29.8, 22.7 and 47.2M ratios respectively. The 

chemicals present in PICT are Isosorbide and 1,4-cyclohexane dimethanol (CHDM) with 

repeating units in 11.1 and 88.9 M ratio respectively. Both PICT and PEICT copolymers were 

synthesized by melt condensation with various contents of the corn derived monomer 

Isosorbide. Terephthalic acid is used along with 1,4-cyclohexane di-methanol and the 

monomer Isosorbide. For obtaining the ester or PEICT oligomer, terephthalic acid was heated 

with the alcohol Ethylene Glycol and Isosorbide at 255◦C followed by polycondensation at 

270◦C. Similarly, PICT copolyester was synthesized through esterification of TPA, ISB, and 

CHDM at 280◦C, followed by a polycondensation process at 290◦C. The only difference 

between PEICT and PICT lies in the presence of Ethylene Glycol in PEICT and a slight 

difference in the processing temperatures. The chemical composition of polymers has been 

confirmed by NMR in previous reports [21,23,32]. The chemical structures of PICT and PEICT 

can be seen in Scheme 1. Chloroform with 99% purity and Tri-fluoroacetic acid (TFA) with 

98% purity were supplied by Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan. Phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) were supplied by 

Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan. EDTA was supplied by Merck (KGaA), Germany.  

 

Scheme 2.1. Proposed chemical structures of PICT, PEICT and their BLEND 
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2.2.2. Preparation of PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs via electrospinning  

10% (w/w) of each polymer (PICT and PEICT) solutions were prepared by dissolving the 

pellets individually in Chloroform/TFA (3:1). A transparent solution was formed when the 

pellets completely dissolved by stirring for two hours at room temperature. Polymer solution 

of the BLEND was prepared by mixing equal proportions of PICT and PEICT (1:1). All 

polymer solutions were separately placed in a syringe (5 ml), supplied with high voltage 

(13kV) using an electrospinning power supply (Har-100*12, Matsusada Co., Tokyo, Japan), 

maintaining the tip-collector distance of 15cm. The capillary tip (diameter of 0.8mm) was 

affixed with the syringe then placed on a syringe pump YSP-101 by YMC. The metallic rods 

of aluminum with diameters of 0.9, 1.5 and 2.0mm were used to prepare the three-dimensional 

ABVs. The electrospinning process was carried at room-temperature and              45–55% 

humidity. All nanofibrous ABV samples were immediately peeled off and dried in air prior to 

further characterizations [33].  

2.3. Characterization  

2.3.1. Biocompatibility evaluation (human breast cell culture)  

MCF10A cell line was purchased from ATCC (ATCC CRL-10317). Cells were cultured in 

MEGM Bullet Kit media (Lonza, Singapore). All cell cultures were maintained in T25 flasks 

at temperature (37 ◦C) and CO2 content (5%), medium for culturing cells was replaced after a 

gap of 2 days. Nanofiber webs were cut into strips, UV treated for 30min before being placed 

into 6-well plates (NuncTM, ThermoFisher Scientific, Singapore). 500 uL of 8000 cells/ mL 

cells were added directly onto the fibers and maintained at 37◦C and 5% CO2. After 1h of 

allowing cell attachment, 2mL of media was added to the well. Following incubation 

conditions (37◦C and 5% of CO2) for 48h, the MCF10A cells were stained with 1ug/mL 

Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Singapore). Brightfield and UV images were taken 

to visualize cells that were still attached to the fibers. Normal microscope was not able to 

exhibit cells due to the opaque nanofiber surface, therefore, a fluorescence microscope was 

used to assess the cell culture by staining the nucleolus of MCF10A [34]. The average number 

of adhered cells on nanofibrous mats was manually calculated from 5 Fluorescence 

microscopic images from each sample type. The average MCF10A cell size of 15µm was taken 

as a reference for comparison.  
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2.3.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  

The morphology of pristine PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs were examined using SEM 

(JSM-6010LA) by JEOL, Japan with accelerating voltage (10kV) and a maximum 

magnification of 5,000. PICT, PEICT and BLEND samples were initially coated with pb-pt for 

120s using a fin coater (JFC-1200) from JEOL, Japan. The average diameter distribution of all 

nanofiber samples was measured using ImageJ software.  

2.3.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)  

AFM, Bruker, (Billerica, MA, USA) Dimension Icon was used to take AFM images of PICT, 

PEICT and BLEND nanofibers at room temperature using tapping cantilever (Bruker) due to 

irregular surfaces of nanofibers. A high-resolution Peak-Force imaging mode was used at 1 Hz 

to record the conditions. All topographic images were obtained under the same parameters such 

as retraction velocity (2µm/s), contact time (200ms) and the contact force (3nN). The resultant 

images were retuned using a software Nanoscope v1.7 [35].  

2.3.4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

The chemical composition of PICT and PEICT as well as the influence on the chemistry of 

BLEND ABVs were assessed using IR Prestige-21, Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) at ATR-FTIR 

mode. Adsorption spectra were assessed in the wavelength range (650cm-1 to 4000cm-1) at 

room temperature.  

2.3.5. Water contact angle (WCA) test  

WCA tests for checking the wettability of PICT, PEICT and BLEND were carried on FACE 

model CA-VP, Kyowa interface science, Japan. WCA was assessed by measuring the static 

angle by drop testing method with drop of (2µl). 10 readings were taken from each sample for 

300s.  

2.3.6. Biodegradation of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers  

PICT, PEICT and PICT/PEICT blend nanofibers underwent biodegradability tests with and 

without Porcine Pancreas Lipase (10mg) in 10mL of Phosphate Buffer Saline at PH 7.4 in form 

of incubation at 37◦C with a continuous shaking (30rpm). The samples were checked every 
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four days. One sample from each type was thoroughly washed with ionized water, then dried 

in vacuum oven for 48h. The weight of the nanofiber samples before and after degradation was 

checked and the change in their morphology was assessed by SEM images, while the other 

samples had their buffer solution changed in order to maintain the enzymatic activity as well 

as the PH of PBS.  

2.3.7. Tensile strength test  

The tensile strength of PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs was checked by a Universal Tensile 

Tester (RTC 1250-A, A&D CO., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). All the samples used had a thickness of 

50±10µm and the same length. The tensile strength test was conducted using a load of 10N, a 

30mm long gauge with the rate of extension (10mm/min). Error bars represent the uncertainties 

on the stress and strain values calculated from the standard deviation on the load measurement 

from three samples of each type of ABV.  

2.4. Results and discussion  

2.4.1. Optimization of bio-based nanofibers for cell culture  

The human breast cell (MCF10A) growth is comparatively rapid than the other conventionally 

used cells, therefore breast cell-lines were chosen for checking the biocompatibility of PICT, 

PEICT and BLEND nanofibers [31]. Fig. 1(A) shows the cell culture on culture flask in 24h 

and 48h, the culture flask was fully covered with MCF10A in 48h [36].  

Similarly, Fig. 1(B) shows the MCF10A cell culture on the surface of PICT, PEICT and 

BLEND nanofibers for 48h, BLEND showed very good cell adhesion of around 75%, PEICT 

showed a cells adhesion of about 22%. The probable reason to this may be the compactness 

and the smoother morphology of BLEND. Some MCF10A cells were attached on the surface 

of PEICT due to the difference in the average size of nanofiber diameter, compactness or other 

chemical differences which are discussed in section 4.4. On the other hand, no cells adhered 

on the surface of PICT, may be due to the bigger pore size of the surface of nanofibers which 

is revealed in the SEM images, the cells were transferred through the gaps between the PICT 

nanofibers may be due to the deeper pore size (AFM images) of nanofibers and the cells were 

alive in the flask placed below each nanofibers sample which were assessed under microscope 

during cell culture experiments. The results reveal that the presence of nanofibers does not 

resist the cell growth, thus PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers are non-toxic and 
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biocompatible, and BLEND nanofibrous mat has the capability to hold more MCF10A cells 

on its surface compared to pristine PICT and PEICT. The probable reasons of this, may be a 

change in the surface morphology, chemical structure or wetting properties which are further 

confirmed by AFM, SEM, FTIR and water contact angle.  

 

Fig. 2.1. (A) Microscopic images of MCF10A cell growth on culture flask, (B) Fluorescent 
microscopic images of MCF10A growth on surface of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofiber 
after 48 h.  

2.4.2. Atomic force microscopy of PICT, PEICT and BLEND  

To confirm the reason for the different behavior of cell attachment on different samples, it was 

an urge to check surface properties using AFM. Fig.2.2.(A, B and C) shows AFM images of 

PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofiber surfaces respectively. The topographic images attained 

by AFM confirm that PICT nanofibers have finer diameters than PEICT supporting the data 

from SEM images of the nanofiber surfaces. More dents on the surface of PICT can be seen 

from AFM images and PEICT nanofibers show comparatively larger diameter with a slope-

shaped tendency, whereas BLEND nanofibers show compacted surface with less dents 

compared to both PICT and PEICT nanofibers. AFM images also reveal the average dent depth 

histogram from the surface of each nanofiber sample as shown in Fig.2.2(D, E and F). PICT, 

PEICT and BLEND showed an average depth of (600±50nm), (700±40nm) and (450±20nm) 

respectively. BLEND showed a few major depths in the range of 700−800nm, maybe due to 

more random deposition of nanofibers during electrospinning. PEICT nanofibers showed 

comparatively bigger diameter size and a slide surface which were the reasons that only few 

MCF10A cells could adhere to its surface. Whereas, BLEND showed a small number of deep 
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dents with more compacted nanofibers on the surface having the potential to hold more 

MCF10A cells, which were difficult to be held on PICT (less-compactness) and PEICT (slide-

shaped) nanofibers surfaces [37, 38].  

 

Fig. 2.2. AFM images of (A) PICT, (B) PEICT, (C) BLEND nanofiber surfaces and average 
depth histograms of (D) PICT, (E) PEICT, (F) BLEND nanofibers.  

2.4.3. Morphology of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofiber scaffolds  

Cross-sectional images and morphology of PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs are shown in 

Fig.2.3. These SEM illustrations demonstrate a smooth and regular morphology on both inner 

and outer surface of the ABVs which is beneficial for allowing an easy installation during 

surgical operations. The average wall thickness of PICT is 200±10µm and 500±10µm 

corresponds to that of PEICT and BLEND. The BLEND sample with 1.5mm diameter is 

observed to be smoother than pristine PICT and PEICT ABVs. Bead-free and smooth 

morphology of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers are revealed in Fig.2.4.A, B and C 

respectively, confirming that the blending of PICT and PEICT does not exert any negative 

influence on the morphology of the resultant nanofiber BLEND. Fig.2.4. D, E and F 

demonstrate the average diameter distributions of PICT with (300±40nm), PEICT with 

(600±80nm) and BLEND with (350±50nm) respectively. Ultimately, BLEND nanofibers are 

considerably finer than PEICT and their average diameter tends towards the morphology of 

PICT nanofibers. Ultimately, the difference in the diameter of nanofibers reveals its effect on 

cell infiltration which has previously been discussed in cell culture section.  
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Fig. 2.3. Photographic images of ABVs of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers with three 
cross-sectional diameters 0.9, 1.5 and 2.0 mm for each type.  

 

 

Fig. 2.4. SEM images of (A) PICT, (B) PEICT, (C) BLEND and Diameter distribution graphs 
of (D) PICT, (E) PEICT, (F) BLEND nanofibers.  
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2.4.4. Chemical structure of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers (FTIR)  

Fig.2.5 shows the main characteristic peaks of PICT, PEICT and their BLEND nanofibers. The 

main difference in the chemical structure of PEICT and PICT was the presence and absence of 

Ethylene Glycol (EG) respectively in their chemical composition, due to the peaks appearing 

at 1244cm-1 (cis- comparatively intensive for PEICT) and 1264cm-1 (trans-comparatively 

intensive for PICT) [23–35]. Usually this chemical part (-COOH) plays a leading role in the 

biodegradation of polyesters when attacked by porcine pancreases lipase [39]. Interestingly, 

BLEND showed more intensive peaks at all the characteristic points, because of good intimate 

blending between PICT and PEICT. Significantly, the spectrum at 726cm-1 reveals CH, 

1094cm-1 reveals CN, 1715cm-1 shows C–O and 2854cm-1 represents CH group. The peaks 

2925cm-1 and 2930cm-1 indicate CH present in PICT and PEICT respectively, whereas in 

BLEND, the peaks of CH split the same range of the FTIR spectrum and appeared as two small 

peaks at 2924cm-1 and 2930cm-1 which reveals more CH groups present in BLEND compared 

to pristine PICT and PEICT [40,41]. The results confirmed that the chemical structures of PICT 

and PEICT were distinctly imparted to BLEND nanofiber sample with more functional groups 

(-CH) on its surface, this may also be the reason for more cell adhesion on BLEND which may 

result in enhanced wettability on BLEND nanofibers due to the change in chemical properties 

as an ultimate reason of better cell attachment [40,44].  
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Fig. 2.5. FTIR spectra of PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs. 

 

2.4.5. Wettability of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers  

WCA of pristine PICT, PEICT and their BLEND is demonstrated in Fig.2.6. All nanofiber 

samples were observed as hydrophobic. The WCA of PICT was observed as maximum with 

124◦±2◦, PEICT showed less hydrophobicity than PICT with WCA 114◦±3◦ due to the 

presence of Ethylene Glycol containing -OH groups in the molecular composition of PEICT, 

whereas BLEND showed minimum hydrophobic character compared to pristine PICT and 

PEICT. Surfaces with less hydrophobicity are more likely to adhere cells [40–44], probably 

due to this higher wettability of BLEND, more cells could adhere on BLEND compared to 

pristine PICT or PEICT nanofiber mats [45–47]. The wettability of BLEND surfaces was 

increased due to the increased number of Hydrogens in the form of -CH, -COOH groups 

imparted from both PICT and PEICT along with the presence of Ethylene Glycol in the form 
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of -OH groups in the molecular structure of PEICT on its surface as confirmed by FTIR. 

Another reason of the increased wettability was the smoother surface as revealed per AFM 

topographic images of nanofiber samples. Wettability of BLEND nanofiber surface increased 

without incorporation of any additional chemicals or any special pretreatments [7,45].  

 

Fig. 2.6. WCA test of PICT, PEICT and BLEND nanofibers.  

2.4.6. Biodegradation of PICT, PEICT and BLEND  

Enhanced wettability and increased functional groups on the surface of BLEND nanofibers 

inspired this research for the assessment of biodegradation of all samples. The biodegradation 

characteristics of PICT, PEICT and BLEND was assessed with respect to mass degradation 

(weight loss %) and enzymatic degradation of nanofibers over the time as shown in Fig.2.7.  
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Fig. 2.7. (A) Mass Degradation of PICT, PEICT and BLEND and Morpho-degradation of  (B) 
PICT, (C) PEICT, (D) BLEND. 

Fig.2.7(A) exhibits that PICT showed 6% weight loss in 44 days without influence of Lipase. 

Initially, a slow degradation rate was observed but the degradation rate increased with the time. 

PEICT nanofibers showed 7% weight loss with lipase having a slow degradation rate until 20 

days and later a rapid degradation rate was observed, maybe because of Ethylene Glycol 

present in its chemical structure, where 6% of the weight loss occurred without Lipase until 44 

days. BLEND nanofibers showed a maximum weight loss of 18% after 44 days when placed 

with Lipase in PBS. Until 30 days, a slower degradation rate was observed due to the initial 

interaction of lipase with the functional groups, later the degradation rate increased due to the 

bulk release of Ethylene Glycol because of the higher surface area of BLEND nanofibers, the 

pH increased to slightly alkaline medium where a lipase could perform comparatively better 

degradation and reached 18%. BLEND showed interesting results when checked without lipase, 
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a weight loss of 17% was observed with a consistent degradation rate. Maximum degradation 

of BLEND occurred because of more functional groups (-COOH and -OH) on its surface which 

were distinctly imparted from PICT and PEICT [39]. Compared to pristine PICT and PEICT, 

their BLEND showed higher degradation properties which can be set as consistent or 

intermittent by using or not using porcine pancreas lipase respectively.  

2.4.7. Mechanical properties of PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs  

Fig.2.8 reveals the tensile strength graphs of ABVs with respect to the polymer type and the 

vessels inner diameter. The tensile strength graphs of PICT ABVs of three different cross-

sectional diameters are shown in Fig.2.8(A), the ABV with 2.0mm diameter showed the 

maximum stress 5.10MPa, and the maximum strain 22.5mm was observed in the ABV with 

0.9mm diameter and a stress of 4.71MPa, whereas the ABV of 1.5 mm diameter showed 

intermediate results between ABVs of 2.0mm and 0.9mm diameter with a stress of 4.59MPa 

and a strain of 7.85mm. Fig.2.8(B) demonstrates the tensile properties of PEICT nanofibrous 

ABV. The tensile strength of the ABV at 2.0mm diameter showed maximum stress of 5.01MPa 

and a strain of 52.33mm. The maximum strain was observed at the 1.5mm diameter ABV as 

54.88 mm whereas the 0.9mm diameter ABV revealed minimum stress/strain values compared 

to PEICT ABVs of 2.0mm and 1.5mm diameter.  
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Fig. 2.8. Tensile strength of (A) PICT, (B) PEICT, (C) BLEND ABVs with respect to diameters 
(0.9, 1.5 and 2.0 mm) and (D) A comparison between tensile strength of PICT, PEICT and 
BLEND ABVs at 1.5 mm diameter.  

The tensile strength graphs of BLEND ABVs with respect to different diameters are shown in 

Fig.2.8(C). The results showed a specific relationship which can be tuned by increasing and 

decreasing the diameter of the BLEND ABVs, adding value to the BLEND ABVs to be used 

with optimized mechanical properties [44,46], which could not be observed in the tensile 

properties of pristine PICT and PEICT. In BLEND ABVs, increasing diameter of ABVs results 

in increasing stress values, in fact, the maximum stress (5.2MPa) is attained in the 2.0mm 

diameter sample, ABV with 1.5mm diameter shows a stress of 4.3MPa, and the ABV with 0.9 

diameter revealed the stress of 1.94MPa. Interestingly, another relation is observed in BLEND 

ABVs, stress-strain graph concerns the decreasing the BLEND ABVs diameter that leads to 

increasing their strain. In fact, the 0.9mm diameter samples showed a maximum strain of 

31.65mm, while the 1.5mm diameter ABVs showed 21.37mm and the ABVs of 2.0mm 

diameter showed a strain of 14.44mm. Fig.2.8(D) shows a comparison between the tensile 
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strength of 1.5mm diameter PICT, PEICT and BLEND ABVs, since this specific diameter has 

attained optimum intermediate results in all types of ABVs in this report. PICT nanofibrous 

ABVs showed a maximum stress of 4.60MPa and PEICT showed a maximum strain of 

54.88mm, whereas BLEND ABVs showed intermediate tensile properties between PICT and 

PEICT ABVs with stress and strain values of 4.3MPa and 21.37mm respectively. The ratio of 

PICT ABVs may result in increased stress and the ratio of PEICT ABVs may result in an 

increased strain of the BLEND ABVs. The reasons behind different tensile strength may be the 

difference in average diameter of nanofibers or the chemical composition of each sample. 

These results confirmed that the tensile strength of BLEND is more suitable for the preparation 

of ABVs which depends on either increasing or decreasing their cross-sectional diameters, and 

this tunable tensile strength property could be observed only in BLEND ABVs and does not 

apply for pristine PICT or PEICT ABVs [48].  

2.5. Conclusion  
Three different types of ABVs with three cross-sectional diameters (0.9mm, 1.5mm and 

2.0mm) from pristine PICT, PEICT and their BLEND with ratio (1:1) were successfully 

prepared using an adapted electrospinning setup. Biocompatibility of all samples was 

confirmed by culturing MCF10A cells. BLEND showed very good cell adhesion of about 75%, 

PEICT showed a cell adhesion of about 22% while no cells were found on the surface of PICT 

nanofibers. This was due to the more compacted and smoother morphology of BLEND 

nanofibers, leading to smaller gaps between nanofibers surface as revealed by AFM images. 

Collective chemical and mechanical properties of PICT and PEICT were distinctly imparted 

into BLEND ABVs. More functional groups on the BLEND surface resulted in an enhanced 

wettability of BLEND. SEM images revealed smooth morphology of all nanofibers before 

biodegradation, whereas BLEND (300±40nm) showed around 50nm bigger diameter than 

PICT (350±50nm) and PEICT nanofibers (600±80 nm) showed 250nm bigger average 

diameter than BLEND nanofibers. Maximum biodegradation was observed in BLEND 

nanofibers without any significant influence of the presence of Lipase. The resultant ABVs 

demonstrated a linear change in tensile strength properties by tuning the cross-sectional 

diameter, which does not work for pristine PICT and PEICT ABVs. BLEND showed optimum 

tensile properties for the ABV with 1.5mm cross-sectional diameter, which could bear the 

stress of 5MPa with 21% of strain. The results confirmed that all attributes of BLEND 

nanofibers make them suitable to be considered for vascular regeneration and cell culture 

applications.  
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CHAPTER 3 Fabrication of Poly(Ethylene-glycol 1,4-Cyclohexane 
Dimethylene-Isosorbide-Terephthalate) Electrospun Nanofiber Mats for 
Potential Infiltration of Fibroblast Cells  
 

 

3.1. Introduction  
Recently, bio-based polyesters have been widely studied for biomedical applications such as 

cell culture, drug delivery, and wound dressing [1–6]. Scientists have started exploring the 

biomedical applications of Isosorbide-based polyesters by virtue of their high tensile strength 

and good thermal stability [4,6–9]. Electrospun nanofiber mats (ENMs), due to their high 

surface area, ease of production, fiber network interconnection, biocompatibility, breathability, 

and resemblance to natural extracellular matrix have been potentially considered for cell 

culture applications viz. cell adhesion, cell migration, and cell viability [10–13]. In parallel, 

ENMs have been utilized in several applications including sensors [14], wound dressing [10], 

drug delivery [5], tissue engineering [15], smart apparels [16,17], high performance filters 

(water, bacteria, virus, heavy metal, and such impurities) [18–21]. Depending on the required 

application, cell adhesion and cell migration behaviors may differ due to the difference in cell 

size, type, or the culturing surface [4,6]. Scaffolds based on ENMs possess good 

biodegradability, biocompatibility, non-thrombogenicity, and non-immunogenicity, however, 

the optimization of such materials is challenging in terms of cell viability, cell infiltration, cell 

adhesion, and migration properties [4–6,10,11,22].  

Poly(ethylene-glycol 1,4-cyclohexane dimethylene-isosorbide-terephthalate) (PEICT) ENMs, 

in light of their high glass transition temperature [23], good mechanical properties [8], 
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flexibility [6], thermal stability [4] and good crystallinity [23] have been potentially studied for 

various biomedical applications [4,6].  

In our previous report, we investigated pristine poly(1,4-cyclohexane di-methylene- 

isosorbide-terephthalate) (PICT), PEICT, and their blended composition. We observed that no 

sufficient cell infiltration could be achieved due to the unsuitable nanofiber network on the 

surface, which could not hold breast epithelial cells on the surface of PEICT ENMs [4], 

therefore, we tried to explore the potential of PEICT ENMs for cell culture applications and to 

check the effect of surface properties of PEICT ENMs whether they allow fibroblast cell 

infiltration [4]. Fibroblast cells have been used to check the biocompatibility, cell infiltration, 

cell adhesion, and cell viability of different polymeric materials [6,13].  

To serve the main purpose of this research, Isosorbide bio-based PEICT ENMs were prepared 

via electrospinning and used as a fibroblast cell permeable layer for the first time. There are  

few reports that have discussed the chemical structure of PEICT only characterized by FTIR 

spectroscopy, while in this report, the chemical structure of PEICT ENMs was significantly 

explored by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) validated by the FTIR results [4,8,23].  

The wettability of PEICT ENMs was checked by the WCA test with respect to time as one of 

the important factors for cell adhesion to optimize the initial resting of fibroblast cells on 

PEICT ENMs. The nanofiber network and surface topography of PEICT ENMs were studied 

with respect to fibroblast cell infiltration. The results revealed the potential of PEICT ENM to 

be used as a biomaterial for fibroblast cell culture.  

3.2. Materials and Methods  

3.2.1. Materials  

The polymer PEICT with an average molecular weight of 46,800 (g/mol) was supplied by SK 

Chemicals, Gyeonggi-do, Korea [8]. Chloroform (99%), and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (98%) 

were purchased from Wako, Pure Chemical Industries Ltd., Osaka, Japan. Ethanol (99.8%) 

was obtained by Merck, Japan. Cell migration on PEICT ENMs was performed using NIH 3T3 

mouse fibroblast obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA), USA [24]. The 24-well cell culture 

flasks and Petri-dishes were obtained from SPL Life Sciences (Pocheon, Korea). 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) was purchased from Merck (KGaA), Germany. 
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Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) was supplied by Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan. 

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) and Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) were provided 

by HyClone (Logan, UT, USA). The Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) reagent was obtained from 

Dojindo Laboratories Japan [25].  

3.2.2. Preparation of PEICT ENM  

A total of 11% (w/w) of PEICT solution was stirred at room temperature in chloroform/TFA 

with a ratio of 3:1 until the formation of a transparent polymer solution. A 10mL syringe filled 

with the PEICT polymer solution was installed on an electrospinning power supply (Har-

100*12, Matsusada Co., Tokyo, Japan) and supplied with a high voltage of 12.5 kV, keeping 

a distance of 18 cm from the electrospinning tip to the collector. PEICT ENMs were dried in 

air at room temperature prior to other necessary characterizations.  

3.2.3. Characterizations  

The in vitro cytocompatibility of PEICT ENMs was analyzed by NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblast 

cells, DMEM was used with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) incubated at 37◦C with 5% CO2. 

The PEICT ENMs were punched into 3mm disc-shaped webs and poured into 70% ethanol for 

sterilization, then washed using PBS after 30min of dipping. The sterilized PEICT ENMs were 

placed in a culture flask. Subsequently, each cell culturing well was seeded with NIH 3T3 cells 

at (1×103) density. The cell culture assessment on PEICT nanofibers was carried for one, three, 

and seven days, while 10µL WST-1 was added to each flask intermittently after two days. The 

toxicity, cell proliferation, cell viability, and cell adhesion properties of PEICT ENMs were 

studied in accordance with the previously reported articles [22,24,25].  

The morphology of PEICT ENMs was assessed under (field emission electron microscope (FE-

SEM; JEOL JSM 6700 F) by JEOL, Japan with the accelerating voltage of (15kV) and a 

maximum magnification of 2000, whereas the morphology of PEICT ENMs before and after 

cell culture was assessed under SEM (JSM-6010LA) by JEOL, Japan with the accelerating 

voltage of (10kV). A fin coater (JFC-1200) by JEOL, Japan was used for coating PEICT ENMs 

using Pb-Pt for 120s. The average diameter histogram of PEICT ENMs was calculated using 

ImageJ software. To investigate the fibroblast cell adhesion and migration on PEICT ENMs, 

the morphology of fibroblast cells was assessed under scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

and the images were taken before and after seven days of cell culture. Fibroblast cells, after 
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seven days of culture, were fixed on the PEICT ENMs with 4% of paraformaldehyde for 4h at 

4◦C. PEICT ENMs containing the adhered fibroblasts were dehydrated using ethanol and dried 

in a vacuum prior to taking images [25].  

The chemical composition of PEICT ENMs was assessed under Attenuated Total Reflection 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) mode using IR Prestige-21, Shimadzu 

(Kyoto, Japan). Transmittance spectra were assessed in the wavelength range of 670 to 3000 

cm-1 at room temperature.  

The presence of elements available in the PEICT ENMs was checked under XPS supplied from 

AXIS Ultra (Schimadzu) with a hemispherical sector analyzer (HSA), dual-anode x-ray source 

Al/Mg, and the detector. A MgKα x-ray source with 1253.6 eV was used at 1.4 × 10−9 torr 

pressure.  

3.3. Results and Discussion  

3.3.1. Fibroblast cell culture, adhesion and viability on PEICT ENMs  

Fibroblast cells were cultured on PEICT ENMs to check the biocompatibility of these 

nanofibrous mats [22]. Fig.3.1A shows the microscopic images of the fibroblast cells in the 

culture flask for one day, three days, and seven days [25]. SEM images were taken after seven 

days of cell culture on PEICT ENMs, which revealed good cell adhesion as shown in Fig.3.1B. 

The reason for this may be the smooth morphology of PEICT ENMs and the optimum cellular 

infiltration into the porous nanofiber mats. The bar graph shown in Fig.3.1C reveals cell 

viability, which demonstrates that the presence of PEICT ENMs in the culturing environment 

does not have much negative influence on cell growth, where 85–90% of the healthy cells can 

survive up to one day (until the first day) of culture. After three days of culture, the number of 

cells was decreased by 35%, but after seven days, the remaining cells showed very good 

proliferation and the fibroblast cells had multiplied and reached 70% in parallel to very good 

cell adhesion. These findings suggest that PEICT ENMs can potentially be considered for 

fibroblast cell culture application.  
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Fig. 3.1. (A) Microscopic images of fibroblast cells in the culture flask. (B) SEM image of cell 
adhesion of PEICT ENM. (C) Cell viability of PEICT ENMs. 

3.3.2. Morphology of PEICT ENMs  

To assess the optimized network of nanofibers for the culture and the infiltration of fibroblast 

cells on the surface of PEICT ENMs, it was necessary to check the morphology and the average 

fiber diameter of PEICT ENMs. Fig.3.2A shows the bead-free and the smooth morphology of 

PEICT nanofibers when electrospun with 11% polymer concentration on a rotating cylinder at 

a speed of 70rpm. Fig.3.2B shows the average diameter distribution graph of PEICT ENMs. 

The average fiber diameter was found to be 550±60nm, and the average fiber dimeter 

distributions of PEICT nanofibers ranging from 300nm to 700nm indicates a non-uniform 
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filtration surface of the PEICT ENM layer, which may be a reason that the infiltration was not 

100%.  

 

Fig. 3.2. (A) FE-SEM image inset with AFM image, and (B) average diameter histogram of 
PEICT ENMs.  

Compared to the previous reports on PEICT ENMs, this study showed a slightly smaller 

average fiber diameter size and less diameter distribution as exhibited in the average fiber 

diameter histogram shown in Fig.3.2B. In addition, the fiber topography on the surface of 

PEICT ENM, revealed by the inset atomic force microscopic (AFM) image of Fig.3.2A, 

showed a smaller number of gaps between the nanofibers. Good fibroblast cell adhesion on the 

PEICT ENM surface was perhaps due to the similar frequency of the nanofibers average 

diameter, which helped in providing smoothness in parallel to an interconnected nanofiber 

network to support fibroblast cell infiltration [4,26–29].  

3.3.3. FTIR Spectroscopy of PEICT ENMs  

Fig.3.3 shows the FTIR spectrum of PEICT ENM. The intensive peak appearing at 1244     cm-

1 reveals the ethylene glycol present in its chemical structure, which is in agreement with the 

previous reports [6,8,23]. FTIR spectroscopy further confirms the presence of CH at 2930 cm-

1 and 726cm-1, C=O at 1715cm-1 and CN at 1094cm-1. The abundance of the –CH group on 

the surface of PEICT ENM may also be the reason for fibroblast cell growth and cell adhesion 

[29,30].  
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Fig. 3.3. FTIR spectrum of PEICT ENM. 3.4. XPS Spectroscopy of PEICT ENMs 
 

The main elements present in PEICT ENMs are Isosorbide and ethylene glycol, which were 

previously reported in published articles and revealed by FTIR spectroscopy [4,6,31]. For a 

significant chemical composition assessment, we chose XPS spectroscopy to deeply 

understand the chemical composition of PEICT ENMs.  

Fig.3.4 shows the XPS spectra of PEICT ENMs. Fig.3.4A shows the wide XPS spectrum of a 

PEICT ENM, where two main peaks can be found in the range of Carbon 1s (C1s) and Oxygen 

1s (O1s). Therefore, we took XPS spectroscopy of these two intensive regions, C1s ranging 

from 282eV to 289.5eV and O1s ranging from 528eV and 534eV, while no intensive peak was 

observed at N1s due to the small amount of the CN group present in the chemical structure of 

PEICT ENMs. Fig.3.4B demonstrates the XPS spectra in C1s, confirming the      –CH group 

abundance on the surface of the PEICT ENM, and also shows the presence of O=C–O, CN, C–

C, C=O, and C–O, demonstrating the chemical composition of PEICT ENM more significantly 

than FTIR and other previous reports [23,31–34]. The XPS spectra of O1s is given in Fig.3.4C, 

indicating C=O and C–O present in the chemical composition of PEICT ENM, which validates 

the results of C1s and FTIR [34,35].  
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Fig. 3.4. XPS spectra of PEICT ENM. (A) Wide spectra. (B) Carbon 1s. (C) Oxygen 1s.  

3.3.4. Wetting Properties of PEICT ENMs  

In this report, we cultured fibroblast cells on PEICT nanofibers for the first time, therefore, it 

was necessary to check the surface wetting properties as one of the important parameters for 

cell adhesion [27,30]. PEICT ENMs were assessed by the water contact angle (WCA) test 

[18,36]. Compared to the previous reports on the WCA of PEICT ENMs (114◦) [4], the contact 

angle observed in this study was slightly higher than 120◦, where the obvious reason for this 

was the similar frequency of the nanofibers average diameter, which provided a regular surface 

with finer fibers that led the water droplet being stable for a certain time prior to starting 

adsorption on PEICT ENMs. According to Fig.3.5, the water droplet took about 270s to reach 

the angle 0◦ from 120◦, which is in the range of hydrophobic surfaces. Even though the surface 

of PEICT ENM is hydrophobic [37], the cell infiltration observed was very good because of 

the interconnected nanofiber network with a smooth morphology, which also played an 
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important role in cell adhesion. Additionally, the WCA test suggested that five minutes were 

enough as a resting period for fibroblast initial cell adherence on PEICT ENMs.  

 

Fig. 3.5. Water contact angle test of PEICT ENMs. 

3.4. Conclusion  
PEICT ENMs were successfully electrospun at 11% w/w polymer concentration, the 

electrospun PEICT nanofibers showed bead-free and smooth morphology with an average 

diameter of 550±60 nm, having less diameter distributions compared to previous reports on 

electropun PEICT nanofibers. SEM images showed a good cell viability (70%) and cell 

adhesion properties on the surface of PEICT ENMs after seven days of cell culture. FTIR and 

XPS spectroscopies confirmed the chemical structure of PEICT ENMs and the bulk presence 

of the –CH group on its surface, which was one of the reasons for the good cell adhesion. The 

results manifested a dependency of the cell infiltration on the fiber network and the average 

diameter of PEICT ENMs. Ultimately, less gaps on the surface of PEICT ENMs may be a 

reason for cell infiltration. The WCA test revealed the hydrophobic behavior of the mats with 

an average WCA of 120◦, which demonstrated the optimum duration of 5min for the initial 

resting of cells for their culture prior to starting their culture on PEICT ENMs. Therefore, the 

results confirmed the potential of PEICT ENMs for fibroblast cell culture application.  
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CHAPTER 4 Preparation of a Cage-Type Polyglycolic Acid/Collagen 
Nanofiber Blend with Improved Surface Wettability and Handling Properties for 
Potential Biomedical Applications 
 

 

4.1. Introduction 
Recently, many scientists have been exploring the biomedical properties of different polymeric 

materials, and the preparation of such materials with multiple desired characteristics has 

remained a challenging task [1–4]. In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in 

Polyglycolic acid (PGA), collagen and their blended compositions incorporated with different 

functional guest materials for various targeted applications [5–7]. Only few reports could be 

found regarding electrospun PGA, collagen nanostructures and their blends incorporated with 

external functional guest materials to improve surface properties viz. wettability and 

morphology, and this remains a big research gap [8–11].  

PGA-based copolymers have been considered as green polymers [1,6] with good 

biodegradability [6] and mechanical properties [12], high heat distortion temperature [13], 

good biocompatibility [14], cell viability and very low solubility in organic solvents [15,16]. 

In the form of nanofibers, PGA-based copolymers have exclusive scaffolding properties for 

tissue regeneration, comparatively faster than polyesters, polycaprolactone (PCL) and 

polybutylene adipate-co-terephthalate (PBAT), which reveals a higher level of suitability of 

PGA for biomedical applications [6,17]. In parallel, collagen has also been utilized for several 

biomedical applications because of its biological characteristics, such as biodegradability, 
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biocompatibility, low immunogenicity, easy processing and hydrophilicity [7]. It is well known 

that mammals contain an abundant amount of collagen in their structural protein, which has 

been utilized in various forms, such as membrane, hydrogel, powder, sponge and fibers [9–11]. 

Functionally, collagens are complex and structurally diverse. The literature confirms that 

collagen can perform well even when composited in the shape of fibers and utilized for 

potential biomedical applications in parallel to good physicochemical and mechanical 

properties [15,16]. Furthermore, collagen constitutes a fundamental part of the skin, tendons, 

sclera, ligaments, cartilage, cornea and bones [9,15]. The bulk presence of collagen in animals 

shows its biocompatibility, and materials based on collagen may be utilized to assist surgical 

operations [9–15]. Thus, both PGA and collagen are considered as biomaterials and have been 

utilized for applications where self-supramolecular assembly, an extracellular matrix structure 

(ECM) interface and good bio-induction are required. However, these biomaterials may lose 

their originality when blended with external substrates to impart required characteristics such 

as tunable wettability. To prevent the latter issue, optimization using external surface 

treatments viz. plasma/ozonation or the incorporation of functional materials is needed [15–

17].  

PGA/collagen nanofiber-based scaffolds have very good cell adhesion and cell growth 

properties but are not sufficient for other practical applications, such as bleeding control during 

surgeries [18–25], material flexibility and easy handling during surgeries [19–22]. These 

critical issues during surgeries can be addressed by modifying the surface and handling 

properties [22–30]. Therefore, a blended composition is necessary to impart suitable surface 

properties onto the optimized nanofibers in order to achieve an ease in handling and the ability 

to control severe bleeding during surgical operations [24,25,27]. Changes in the surface 

properties of electrospun biomaterials, such as texture, wettability and present functional 

groups [3,26], can be altered either via surface treatments (i.e. plasma/ozonation) or by 

incorporating functional guest molecules which may introduce required chemical groups on 

the surface [31–36].  

Nanofibers possess a high surface area, a very fine fiber diameter and have been utilized for 

multipurpose applications, including tissue engineering [37–41], smart apparel and 

environmental applications due to the ease of their production [42–48]. Their high breathability, 

light weight, biocompatibility and three-dimensional morphology make them a porous matrix 

which resembles the native ECM [38–40]. Nanofiber-based composites, due to their 

considerable ease of handling and their optimized surface properties, can be potentially utilized 

for assisting biomedical surgical operations [49,50].  
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Ultimately, the optimal wettability of polymeric materials has been considered as an important 

parameter for cell culture and cell adhesion [51–57]. Therefore, a bio-based cage-type 

nanofiber blend PGA/collagen was prepared using a cage-type collector during electrospinning, 

and the effect of ozonation and plasma treatments was assessed. As PGA and Collagen are 

already reported as biocompatible polymers, instead of performing cell culture on PGA and 

Collagen based nanofibers, we have limited this study to the achievement of enhanced 

wettability with different surface textures and improved handling properties. Additionally, two 

concentrations of poly (α, β-malic acid) (SuPMA) were incorporated into the cage-type blend 

[58], and the wettability was checked using the WCA test, supported by Raman and FTIR 

spectroscopy. 

4.2. Experimental Section 

4.2.1. Materials 

 
 PGA, lyophilized type I collagen (derived from porcine tissue) and chemical grade 1,1,1,3,3,3 

hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Ltd., Osaka, Japan. 

SuPMA was synthesized as per the method used in a previous study [58].  

 

4.2.2. Preparation of PGA and Collagen and Cage-Type Nanofiber Blend via Electrospinning 
 

Both PGA and collagen polymer solutions were separately prepared with 10% (w/v) polymer 

concentration in HFIP. PGA and collagen were dissolved at 70℃ and 4℃ for 80h and 24h, 

respectively. Collagen and PGA were blended at different ratios (60:40, 50:50 and 40:60 (v/v)). 

The blends of PGA/collagen were poured into a 10mL syringe affixed with a 22-gauge stainless 

needle, and the feed rate of the syringe pump (780100J, KD Science, Holliston, MA, USA) 

was set at 0.4–0.7mL/h. A high-voltage (16.5–18.2) kV was supplied to the needle using an 

HSP-30K-2 (Nippon Stabilizer Industry Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan), keeping the bead-free 

nanofibers production in consideration while electrospinning for 4.5h at room temperature with 

a humidity maintained at 30±6% by the perfusion of nitrogen. A cage-type metallic collector 

with pore size 2×2mm2 and a plain metallic plate were used for the collection of nanofibers 

during electrospinning. All blended compositions of nanofiber mats were peeled and air dried 

before further assessment [32]. Fig.4.1 shows the electrospinning process and resultant of the 

cage-type nanofibers along with an inset SEM image, revealing the smooth and bead-free 

morphology of nanofiber mats. 
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Fig.4.1. Preparation of cage-type PGA/collagen 60:40 nanofiber blend. 

4.3. Characterization 
4.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

 Neat PGA, neat collagen and all treated (using plasma and ozonation) and untreated blended 

nanofiber composites were examined under SEM (JEOL-5600LV, Japan) at an accelerating 

voltage of 20kV. A JEOL-JED2200 (Japan) was used to carry out EDS and the samples were 

coated with tungsten and platinum for the morphological observations using Elionics-E101. 

The average diameter histogram of all nanofiber samples was analyzed using SEM JEOL-

5600LV-based software.  

 

4.3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 

All nanofiber samples were assessed using IR Prestige-21, Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) in ATR-

FTIR mode at an adsorption wavelength between 1000cm−1 and 4000cm−1 at 25◦C. 

 

4.3.3. Water Contact Angle (WCA) Test  

The WCA was measured using the static angle by a drop testing method, keeping the drop size 

at 1µL. The average taken from 15 measurements was considered from 1 to 300s. FACE model 

CA-VP, Kyowa interface science, Japan was used to check the WCA of neat PGA, collagen, 

their blended compositions, plasma-treated PGA, collagen, their blended compositions, ozone-
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treated PGA, collagen, their blended compositions and the neat cage-type blend with and 

without the incorporation of SuPMA. 

 

4.3.4. Raman Spectroscopy  

The Raman spectra of the cage-type PGA/collagen was checked using Raman Touch VIS-NIR, 

Nano photon, and the results were recorded at room temperature in the range between 800cm−1 

and 4000cm−1 .  

4.4. Results and Discussion  
4.4.1. Morphology of PGA, Collagen, and their Blend Nanofibers 
 
Electrospinning of neat PGA with a concentration of 10% showed a bead-free morphology 

with the random deposition of fine nanofibers with an average diameter of 180±30nm, as 

shown in Fig.4.2A. Neat collagen showed thick nanofibers with an average diameter of 

500±40nm, as revealed in Fig.4.2B. The PGA/collagen nanofibers with an optimized ratio of 

60:40 showed a bead-free, smoother morphology and regular deposition compared to neat PGA 

and neat collagen nanofibers, as revealed in Fig.4.2C. An average diameter distribution of 

300±20nm was observed for the blended composition, which is between the average nanofiber 

diameter of neat PGA and neat collagen. In addition, SEM-EDS confirmed the presence of 

both PGA and collagen in the resultant blend, and an abundancy of oxygen from PGA 

(C2H2O2)n and nitrogen from collagen (C57H91N19O16) can clearly be seen in the 

PGA/collagen 60:40 blend, as per the inset EDS graphs given in Fig.4.2A–C, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.2. SEM images, EDS and diameter distributions histogram of (A) neat PGA, (B) neat 
collagen, (C) PGA/collagen (60:40).  

4.4.2. Effect of Ozonation and Plasma treatment on the morphology of PGA/Collagen Blends 

The choice of PGA/collagen 60:40 as the optimized blend was based on the comparison of the 

morphology of three ratios of PGA/collagen blends after ozonation (O3) and plasma (nitrogen) 

treatment. Ozonation and plasma treatments impart respective functional groups on the surface 

of suitable substrate. To treat surfaces, a constant time slot was fixed individually for ozonation 

(2min) and plasma treatment (5s) on each blended composition of PGA and collagen. Fig.4.3A 

shows thick nanofibers in PGA/collagen 40:60; during ozonation, the fibers were degraded at 
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a certain level, and after plasma treatment, the fibers were semi-stable with a slight degradation. 

Comparatively, finer fibers in PGA/collagen 50:50 were observed, as shown in Fig.4.3B; this 

blend was slightly less degraded than the PGA/collagen 40:60. A root-shaped morphology was 

observed due to the breakage by plasma treatment pressure on the surface of PGA/collagen 

50:50 nanofibers, and the nanofibers became comparatively thinner than the untreated 

PGA/collagen 50:50. Fig.4.3C reveals a slight degradation of PGA/collagen 60:40 on 

ozonation with fine and stable nanofiber morphology, whereas plasma treatment did not show 

any negative influence in the blended composition of PGA/collagen 60:40. In parallel to the 

smooth, regular and stable morphology of the PGA/collagen 60:40 blend, very good handling 

properties were observed. Thus, PGA/collagen 60:40 can be considered for its optimization 

and utilization in surgical operations. 

 

Fig. 4.3. SEM images of untreated, ozone (O3) treated, and plasma (N) treated (A) 
PGA/collagen nanofibers with ratio 40:60, (B) PGA/collagen nanofibers with ratio 50:50 and 
(C) PGA/collagen nanofibers with ratio 60:40 

4.4.3. Chemical Properties of PGA, Collagen, and their blend nanofibers 

Neat PGA, neat collagen and three different blends were assessed using FTIR spectroscopy, 

as shown in Fig.4.4. Neat PGA shows two big stretching peaks of C–O and C=O at 1148cm−1 

and 1752cm−1, respectively, and one small peak at 1081cm−1, confirming the bulk presence of 

C–O groups. The FTIR spectrum of PGA shows a bending peak at 1417cm−1, revealing OH 
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presence within the chemical structure of neat PGA nanofibers, whereas it does not show any 

peak of the OH group in the range near 3300cm−1.  

Fig. 4.4. FTIR spectrum of neat PGA, neat collagen and their blended compositions. 

On the other hand, neat collagen showed a raising peak at 3309cm-1, confirming the presence 

of an OH group on its surface, and a small bend at 1417cm-1 represents OH groups within the 

chemical composition of collagen nanofibers. The FTIR spectrum further shows NH at 

1643cm-1 and also demonstrates the presence of NO and OH at small peaks between           

1400cm-1 and 1600cm-1. Similar to neat PGA, neat collagen also has stretching peaks at 

1081cm-1, and at 1148cm-1 revealing the presence of C-O in its chemical structure. Neat PGA 

has more intensive peaks due to the bulk presence of chemical groups on its surface. therefore, 

PGA/collagen 40:60 did not show any intensive peaks at any point of the FTIR spectrum; even 

in the blends of PGA/collagen 50:50, some small peaks slightly appeared, confirming the 

blending of PGA and collagen, while in the case of PGA/collagen 60:40, the peaks became 

intensive with clear stretching and bending, resulting in more visible OH groups on the surface 

of the blended composition compared to neat collagen, as per the given FTIR results. The FTIR 

spectra of blended PGA/collagen 60:40 shows a higher number of NH, C-O and N-O groups 

compared to the groups present in other PGA/collagen blends. Bulk functional groups on the 

blend surface have a direct impact on the wettability of polymeric fibers, which, according to 

the literature, may offer very good cell culture and adhesion properties compared to those with 

low surface wettability [52,54,55]. 
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4.4.4. Effect on the wettability of neat PGA, Collagen and their blends nanofibers 
4.4.4.1. Ozonation and Plasma Treatment Effect on the Wettability of Nanofibers 
 
 The effects of ozonation and plasma treatments on the wettability of neat and blended 

compositions of PGA and collagen nanofibers were determined using WCA test.  

FTIR results revealed the bulk presence of OH and NH groups on the surface of PGA/collagen 

with the ratio of 60:40, which was an indication of some change in the wettability on its surface. 

Fig.4.5A shows the water contact angle (WCA) test of PGA/collagen nanofibers with the blend 

ratios of 40:60, 50:50 and 60:40 and with water contact angles between 20° and 25°. The 

PGA/collagen 40:60 took 170s to completely absorb the droplet on its surface suggesting its 

hydrophobic behavior. Decreasing the collagen polymer concentration to 50% into the blended 

composition resulted in decreased hydrophobicity, which took 135s to completely absorb the 

droplet as compared to the blend containing 60% of collagen. FTIR spectroscopy did not show 

any significant difference in the chemical structure of PGA/collagen with ratios 40:60 and 

50:50 due to the small difference in the composition blends, only the change in wettability 

showed the difference in blended composition which was due to more PGA content. WCA of 

PGA/collagen 60:40 demonstrated only 40s to completely absorb the water droplet on its 

surface while the contact angle was 20◦ , which is considered as hydrophilic, the reason to this 

was the presence of more NH and OH groups on its surface as confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. 

WCA test revealed that the simple blending process of polymers (PGA and collagen) at room 

temperature in the presence of solvent (HFIP) can impart more functional groups on the surface 

of resultant PGA/collagen 60:40 nanofibers. Fig.4.5B shows the WCA of untreated, ozone 

treated and plasma treated PGA nanofibers. WCA of neat PGA nanofibers did not show very 

good hydrophilic properties with droplet absorption to 0◦ from 120◦ in 55s, which is 

comparatively less hydrophilic than the optimized blend of PGA/collagen with ratio 60:40. 

PGA on 2min of ozonation, and 5s of plasma treatment increased the wettability to super 

hydrophilic range with reduced droplet adsorption time to 1s, whereas the initial contact angle 

was <10°. In Fig.4.5C, collagen also showed increased wettability with decreased time for 

complete droplet adsorption but still remained in the category of hydrophobic revealing 200s, 

110s and 180s for untreated, ozone treated and plasma treated collagen nanofibers having 

contact angles 36°, 23° and 23° respectively. The optimized blended composition 

PGA/collagen with ratio 60:40 was also treated using ozone and plasma, and assessed under 

WCA test as shown in Fig.4.5D. Neat PGA/collagen 60:40 took 40s, ozone treated blend took 
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8s, plasma treated sample took 30s for complete droplet absorption on their surfaces, whereas, 

the contact angles were observed as 20°, 50° and 21° respectively.

Fig.4.5. WCA test of (A) PGA/collagen nanofibers with blend ratios 40:60, 50:50 and 60:40, 
WCA of untreated, Ozone (O3 ) treated, and Plasma (N) treated (B) Neat PGA, (C) Neat 
collagen and (D) PGA/collagen 60:40.  

4.4.4.2. Effect of SuPMA Incorporation and Cage-type Collector on Wettability of Blend 
Nanofibers 

WCA of the cage-type PGA/collagen 60:40 blend is revealed in Fig.4.6A which interestingly 

showed more hydrophilicity compared to the smooth textured blend prepared on plain collector. 

Cage-type blend took only 35s to get the contact angle to reach 0◦ from 35.4◦. Increased 

hydrophilicity is the target of preparing a cage-type blend, which may be ultimately 

advantageous to cell adhesion properties. Additionally, the wettability of neat cage-type blend 

and SuPMA incorporated blend is compared in Fig.4.6A, the incorporation of SuPMA 3% and 

SuPMA 5% showed super hydrophilic behavior on the surface of the blend which only took 2s 

and ≤1 s, respectively for the complete water droplet absorption on their surfaces while the 

contact angle was 10◦. The reason behind the increased hydrophilicity is given in Fig.4.6 B and 

C showing FTIR and Raman spectroscopies, respectively to assess chemical groups available 

on the surface of the cage-type blend, and to confirm the extent of incorporation of SuPMA. 
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FTIR showed increasing peaks at 1400cm−1 on the incorporation of SuPMA, which reveals 

more OH groups on the surface of 3% SuPMA incorporated blend with increased 

hydrophilicity compared to neat cage-type blend and comparatively less hydrophilicity than 

the sample incorporated with 5% SuPMA. The reason of increased hydrophilicity and extent 

of incorporation of SuPMA was further confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, which reveals a 

continued increase in CH groups with stretching peaks at 2961cm−1 and 2967cm−1. Raman 

spectrum also confirmed the presence of C=O, N–C=O and increased CH2 at 1781cm−1, 

1659cm−1 and 1425cm−1 respectively. As per previous reports, increased number of CH2 

groups on polymeric fiber surfaces results in increased cell adhesion properties, which 

indicates the potential for cell culture applications of this optimized cage-type blend with 5% 

SuPMA content [59]. 

Fig.4.6. (A) WCA test of Cage-type PGA/collagen 40:60, (B) FTIR spectra of Cage-type 
PGA/collagen 40:60 with 3% SuPMA and cage-type PGA/collagen 40:60 with 5% SuPMA 
and (C) Raman spectra of Cage-type PGA/collagen 40:60 with 3% SuPMA and cage-type 
PGA/collagen 40:60 with 5% SuPMA.  
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4.5. Conclusion 
 The cage-type blended composition of PGA/collagen nanofibers with ratio 60:40 was 

optimized to achieve the maximum wettability with good handling properties. Optimized 

PGA/collagen with the ratio 60:40 showed a smooth morphology, whereas other blended 

PGA/collagen compositions did not resist the ozonation and plasma treatments pressure. FTIR 

and SEM-EDS revealed the presence of both PGA and collagen in the resultant blended 

composition, whereas the optimized blend with a ratio of 60:40 showed more NH and OH 

chemical groups on its surface, which was the reason behind its increased wettability. The 

optimized blend of PGA/collagen nanofibers was individually treated under plasma and 

ozonation, which potentially enhanced the wettability on the surface of pristine nanofibers and 

blends of PGA and collagen nanofibers. The ozone-treated optimized blend took 8s for droplet 

absorption to be complete, whereas the plasma-treated sample took 30s to reach the contact 

angle of 0◦. A cage-type collector with pore size 2×2mm2 for electrospinning was used as a 

collector to obtain robust nanofibers texture in order to impart handling flexibility, which 

interestingly increased the wettability of the optimized blend and took 5s for water droplet 

absorption to be complete on the surface, as per WCA results. SuPMA with 5% of 

incorporation in the optimized blend resulted in super hydrophilicity with a contact angle of 

10◦, and complete droplet absorption within 1s. 
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusion 
5.1. Conclusion 
 
In this dissertation, a variety of polymeric nanofibers were successfully prepared using the 

blend electrospinning method. In the first chapter, a blend of PICT and PEICT nanofibers with 

50:50 ratio was prepared for human breast cell culture and showed potential infiltration of 

about 87%. Based on AFM images showing the nanofibers surface topography, blended 

composition was comparatively better than pristine PICT and PEICT for the infiltration of 

human breast cells. The optimized blended nanofiber composite was used in tubular form with 

a cross-sectional diameter less than 2mm as three-dimensional scaffold with tunable tensile 

strength. 

In this research PEICT nanofiber mat did not show good infiltration of human breast cells on 

its surface, therefore in the second chapter PEICT was explored for fibroblast cell adhesion 

and cell viability. Because of the bigger size of fibroblast, the polymer concentration of PEICT 

for electrospinning was increased to 11% from 10% to get a slightly bigger average diameter 

size, which showed 90% adhesion of fibroblast cells revealing its biomedical potential. On the 

other hand, nanofibers at 11% polymer concentration did not show any negative influence on 

the morphology of PEICT nanofibers. Additionally, XPS spectroscopy was performed for 

PEICT ENM to support FTIR data. Cell adhesion was revealed with respect to surface 

characteristics of PEICT ENM. 

In both second and third chapters, cell infiltration of two different cell types on different bio-

based polymers has been reported with respect to surface properties. Thus, in the fourth chapter 

we chose to investigate the surface characteristics of biocompatible polymers already explored 

for cell culture without revising cell culture experiments. 

PGA and Collagen polymers were selected for this research because they are being widely 

explored for their biocompatibility and cell culture applications. 

The fourth chapter is a detailed investigation of surface modification using two different 

methods and blend electrospinning technique. PGA/Collagen blended composition with ratio 

60:40 was observed as optimized with respect to handling properties; the samples were 

ozonated, plasma treated and incorporated with SuPMA to improve their surface wettability 

assessed under WCA. Additionally, the surface texture of PGA/Collagen 60:40 was improved 

by using a cage-type collector for electrospinning. 
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Conclusively, surface damaging caused by expensive surface treatments can be avoided by 

using a simple blend electrospinning technique which can effectively alter the surface 

wettability and texture (smoothness/compactness) by blend ratio optimization. 

Conclusively, PICT/PEICT (50:50), PEICT (11%), and PGA/Collagen (60:40) nanofibers have 

showed the potential to be used as biomaterials for cell culture applications.  

 

5.2. Future Suggestion 
 

The optimized blended compositions based on PGA, Collagen, PICT and PEICT from the 

current research can be used to explore cell viability and adhesion of other types of cells 

including smooth muscle, osteoblasts or endothelial cells. These compositions can further be 

improved by incorporation of different natural medicinal ingredients such as turmeric, ginger, 

artemisia, aloe-vera, argan oil or synthetic drugs for wound dressing such as antioxidants, 

antibacterial drugs or antiviral drugs.  

These composites can be explored for advanced biomedical smart apparel applications. In 

addition, because of the considerable properties of these composites, they can be further 

explored for other research fields where these surface properties are required. 
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